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In this paper we are concerned with the vector-valued Markov decision process and consider the 
characterization of optimal stationary policies among the set of all (randomized, history-dependent) 
policies. Using the scalarization technique developed for the vector maximizing problem in the nonlinear 
programming, we present a necessary condition and a (different) sufficient condition for a stationary 
policy to be optimal among the set of all policies. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider the characterization of optimal stationary policies in the 
vector-valued Markov decision process (VMDP). Furukawa (1980) discussed this 
problem and under some continuity conditions he showed that a stationary policy 
is optimal among the set of stationary policies if and only if its reward is a maximal 
solution to the optimality equation. White (1982), however, has pointed out that 
there may exist a nonstationary policy which is not dominated by any stationary 
policy. Hence, we make a study of characterizing optimal stationary policies among 
the set of all policies. The approach made here is the scalarization, and we use the 
scalarization technique developed for the vector maximization problem in the 
nonlinear programming. The optimality for our problem is defined by the concept 
of proper efficiency, which was first introduced by Geoffrion (1968) when the 
domination cone is the nonnegative orthant. We follow here the Benson’s (1979) 
definition in which the domination cone is a nontrivial, closed convex cone. 
We first show that an optimal policy for VMDP is optimal for some scalar-valued 
nonstationary dynamic program (NDP), and vice versa. The reward function of 
NDP depends not only on the present state and action but also on the initial state. 
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Then, using such a NDP, we present a necessary condition and a sufficient condition 
for a stationary policy to be optimal among the set of all policies. We do not assume 
any continuity condition, but there exists a gap between our necessary condition 
and our sufficient condition. Finally, we give a numerical example which illustrates 
the sufficient condition. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let R” denote the p-dimensional Euclidean space, and K c [w” a nontrivial, closed 
convex cone. For any points x, y~[w p, let x s Ky signify that y-x E K, and let 
A - B = {a - b ) a E A and b E B} for any subsets A, B c R”. For a nonempty subset 
U c R”, a point x E U is said to be a properly efficient element of U when x s Ky 
for some point y E U implies x = y, and cl[proj( U - K -{x})] n K = {0}, where for 
any subset A c IQ”, cl A means the closure of A, and proj A means the projection 
cone of A, i.e., proj A = {Aa: A 2 0, a E A} (cf. Benson, 1979). We denote by e(U) 
the set of all properly efficient elements of U. Let X and Y be nonempty Bore1 
subsets of a Polish space. We denote by %,y the q-algebra of Bore1 subsets of X, 
and by P(X) the set of all probability measures on %Ix. A function q :X x BY + [0, l] 
is called a transition probability from X to Y if for each x E X, q( Ix) is an element 
of P( Y), and for each B E By, q(B( . ) is B ore1 measurable. We denote by Q( Y 1 X) 
the set of all transition probabilities from X to Y. For any p E P(X) and q E Q( Y / X), 
pq is the unique probability measure on X x Y such that for any B, E %,y and 
B,E 91Y,pq{B, x B,}=J,, q(B,(x) dp(x). Th’ IS notation extends to a finite or infinite 
sequence of Bore1 subsets X, , X,, . . We also denote by M”(X) the set of all 
bounded Bore1 measurable functions from X to R”. 
The vector-valued Markov decision process (VMDP) is defined by the following: 
S and A are nonempty Bore1 subsets of a Polish space, which mean the state space 
and the action space, respectively; F( . ) is a multifunction from S to A which 
assigns to each state s E S a nonempty permissible set of actions F(s) c A; we 
assume that Gr F = {(s, a) / s E S, a E F(s)} is a Bore1 subset of S x A, and contains 
a Bore1 measurable mapping from S to A; q is an element of Q( S I Gr F), the law 
of motion of the system; r is an element of MP(Gr F), the reward function; p is a 
number, 0s p < 1, the discount factor. 
Let H, = S and H,,,, = Gr F x H,,, n 2 1. Then, H,, means the set of all possible 
histories of the system when the nth action must be chosen. A policy 7~ is a sequence 
{T,,Tz,... 1, where rTT, E Q(A I H,), n > 1. It is assumed that m-,(F(s,) (II,) = 1 for 
all histories h, = (sr , a,, s2, . . . , s,) E H,. We denote by IZ the set of all policies. A 
stationary policy is a sequence 7~ = cf;J; . . }, wheref is a Bore1 measurable mapping 
from S to A such that f(s) E F(s), s E S. For simplicity, we denote such a stationary 
policy by r. 
Let f?,,=SxAxSx.. .xS((2n-1) factors), H=SXAXSX*.., and R’= 
A x S x A x . . . . Given an initial distribution p. E P(S), any policy n, together with 
- -- - 
q, defines a probability measure pan, qn2q . * . on the set I?, where each e,, E Q(A I H,,) 
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is an extension of ?T,, and S E Q(Sl S x A) IS an extension of q (cf. Hinderer, 1970, 
p. 80). If the initial distribution p. is degenerate at s, E S, then there is defined a 
probability measure p,(s,) = +,(~,)q%~q. . . on the set g’. We define the expected 
total reward for policy n as 
(2.1) 
where E,[ . ) s,] means the expectation with respect to Pi. Since p,, is an element 
of Q(fi’IS), I( ) n is an element of M”(S) (cf. Neveu, 1965, Proposition 5.11). We ’ 
denote by V(s,), s, E S, the set of rewards induced by policies, i.e., V(s,) = 
UTiErJ {I}, s, E S. Note that V(s,), s, E S, is a bounded subset of IT@‘. A policy 
7r* is said to be optimal if I(r*)(s,) E e( V(s,)), s, E S. 
3. Optimal stationary policies 
For any subset UC R”, let U* denote the dual cone for U, i.e., U” = 
{u* E RP: (u”, u) 3 0, u E I-J}, where for any points x, y E [w”, (x, y) means the inner 
product of x and y. We assume that (int K*) # 0, where for any subset C = R”, int C 
means the interior of C. If K is pointed, i.e., K n (-K) = {O}, then K is acute and 
this assumption is satisfied (cf. Yu, 1974, Theorem 2.1). 
Now, we shall first show that an optimal policy for VMDP is optimal for some 
scalar-valued nonstationary dynamic program (NDP), and vice versa. 
For each s, E S, choose a vector c(s,) E R”, and consider a nonstationary dynamic 
program (NDP(c)) defined by the same data as in VMDP except for the reward 
function r(s,, s,, a,) = (c(s,), r(s,, a,,)). Policies for NDP(c) are also the same ones 
as in VMDP. The expected total reward for policy n in NDP(c) is defined as 
(3.1) 
Note that J(r)(s,) =(c(sIh I( s, E S. A policy r* is called an optimal policy 
for NDP(c) ifJ(n*)(s,)aJ(n)(s,) f or all states s, E S and all policies 7~ E l7. Then, 
applying Theorem 4.2 in Benson (1979) to VMDP, we obtain the following proposi- 
tion immediately. 
Proposition 3.1. A policy n-* is optimal for VMDP if and only if it is optimal for 
NDP(c) with some vectors c(s,) E (int K"), s, t S. 0 
Remark 3.1. In Theorem 4.2 of Benson (1979), the convexity of (f(X) - S) is needed, 
and is assured by the concavity of the objective function with respect to S (see, 
Benson, 1979, Theorem 3.1). 
The fundamental result on the convexity of the set of policies was proved by 
Schal (1979, Theorem 7.11): Let z- and y be any policies. Then, for each t E R 
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(OS t s 1) and each S, E S, there exists a policy h such that 
P*(S,)= fP71(~l)+(l-r)&(~1), (3.2) 
where we denote by the right-hand side of (3.2) the probability measure p on I?’ 
such that p(B) = tp,(s,){B}+(l- t)p,(s,){B}, BE 93~,. As a consequence of this 
theorem, we can see that the set of rewards induced by policies is convex; for each 
s, E S, V(s,) is a convex set in [w”. Then, (V(s,) - K), s, e S, is also convex, and 
therefore the Benson’s result is applicable to VMDP. 
Now, we shall characterize optimal stationary policies. We shall first consider a 
necessary condition for a stationary policy to be optimal. Define a half-space H, as 
H,,={~EW’: (c,x)dO}, CER”. (3.3) 
For any stationary policy f”, let 
R,(s) = E,-’ $ /3~‘r(s_ a,) s 
[ II i=l 
and 
(3.4) 
&(s, a) = r(s, a)+p 
I 
R,(s’) dq(s’Is, a). (3.5) 
s 
Then, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Zf the stationary policy (p)“’ is optimal for VMDP, then there exists a 
vector c(s,) E (int K”) for each s, E S such that for any n z 1, 
-&*(&I, a,)-R,*(s,)~%s~,, ~c,*,->(.Q)-U.S. s,, a,~ F(s,). (3.6) 
Proof. Assume that the stationary policy (p)” is optimal. Then, by Proposition 
3.1, (f*)” is also optimal for NDP(c) with some vectors c(s,) E (int K”), s, E S. 
Define the conditional expected reward for policy r given h, E H,, as 
cc 
J(n)(&) = E, C P’ “r(s,, Sir 0;) h 
I =,1 I 1 (3.7) 
(see, Hinderer, 1970, Appendix 3 for the conditional expectation). Note that the 
discount factor p n-’ is cancelled in (3.7). If in particular n is stationary, say, f, 
then J(v)(h,) depends only on (s,, ,1 , s ) and we denote it by J((f*)a)(s,, s,). 
Moreover, 
J((f*)“)(s ,, s,) = 4,~ [ IT Pipnr(Sl,Si, 4) sI, s;=n II 
= %*I- [ ii! Pip"(c(sI), 4.5, a,)) sI,sni=n II =(c(s,), R,*(h)). (3.8) 
Let (s,, a,) be any but fixed point of Gr F. Then, there exists a Bore1 measurable 
mapping fn from S to A such that fn(s,,) = a, and fn(s) E F(s), s E S, since Gr F 
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contains a Bore1 measurable mapping from S to A. Define a policy r as r = 
{f*, . . . ,f*, fn,f*, . . . }. Then, from the optimality of (f*)“, 
J((f*)“)(sI, s,) sJ(n)(h,), p(r*,=(sJ-as. h,. 
Now, using the property of the conditional expectation, we have 
J(~)(b) = ds,, %I, an)+P J((f*Y)(s,, s,+,) MS,,+, I sn, a,). 
Hence, we have 
J(V)“)(s,, s,) 2 4~1, s,, a,) +P J(WY=)(s,, sn+,) dq(sn+, I sn, a,,), 
fylds,)-a.s. s,, a, E F(h). (3.9) 
Putting (3.8) in (3.9) and rewriting it, the result follows directly. 0 
We shall next consider a sufficient condition for a stationary policy to be optimal. 
Theorem 3.2. 7’he stationary policy (f*) a? is optimal for VMDP if there exists a vector 
c(sI) E (int K”) for each s, E S such that for any n 2 1, 
L/*(&l, a,) - &*(s,) E K(,,,, PAS1b.s. %I, 4 E F(%l, 7rc l7. (3.10) 
Proof. Consider NDP(c) which has the reward function r(s,, s,, a,,) = 
(c(sI), r(s,, a,,)). Then, by means of (3.8), (3.10) implies 
J((fx)“)(sl, s,) 2 r(sl, s,,, a,)+@ J((f*)“)(s,, s,+I) dq(s,+l I sn, a,), 
p,(sl)-a.s. s,, a, E F(s,), %-En. (3.11) 
Using (3.11), we shall prove the optimality of (f*)“. The proof proceeds as does 
the proof of Wakuta (1987) for the ordinary Markov decision process. Let h, = 
(s, 2 a1 9.. . , si, ai) and u(sI, sl) =J((.P)“)(s , , Si). Then, for any policy r and any 
SIC S, 
ET [ F {P’n(s, 3 Si+,)-Ew[PiU(s, 9 t+l) I h;lI SI ~0, I I 
(3.12) 
i=l 
where E,[ . 1 h;] denotes the conditional expectation given h;. Now, we have 
EAP’u(s,, s,+l) 161 
= Pi U(SI, Si+l) dq(si+l I St, ai) 
=p’-‘{r(s,, si, ai)+/ 
I 
u(s~ 3 S~+I) dq(Si+l /Si, ai))-P’m’dS1, Si, ai) 
S 
~pi-‘u(S~,Si)-pi~‘r(S~,Si, ai), p,(s,)-a.s. h;. 
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Hence, we have 
E, f, {P’u(s,, si+,) -Pi-‘u(s, > s,)+P’-‘ds,, s,, ai)> j s,] 
= E, PN~(~I,~N+,)-~(~I,~,)+ ; pi-‘r(s,,s,, ai) s, CO. 
[ I 1 (3.13) z=, 
Letting N +CO in (3.13), we have 
J((s*)“)(s,) = u(s,, ~1) 2 E, 
[ 
f, Pi-‘4s Ir St, 4) s1 
I I 
= J,(s,), s, E s. (3.14) 
Since n- is arbitrary, (f*)” is optimal for NDP(c). Hence, by Proposition 3.1, (p)” 
is optimal for VMDP. 0 
Remark 3.2. If p = 1, then VMDP reduces to the scalar-valued Markov decision 
process, and H,,, ,,), s, E S, on the above theorems are equal to a half-line R- = 
{x(x 9 0). So, Theorem 3.1 states that if the stationary policy (f*)” is optimal, then 
for each s, E S, 
&(s,, a,)-&(s,,)~R~, pt,9v(S1)-a.s. s,,, a,r F(s,), nz 1, (3.15) 
which is identical to 
L,*(s,a)-R,*(s)rR_, SES, UEF(S), 
i.e., 
f+(s)~L,*(s,u), SES, UEF(.s). (3.16) 
Similarly, Theorem 3.2 states that the stationary policy (,p)” is optimal if (3.16) 
holds. Since equality holds for a” = ,f*(s) for each s G S in (3.16), (3.16) is identical 
to 
R,*(s) = ‘,m;,~, Us, a), .s t S, (3.17) 
which is a necessary and sufficient condition for optimality of policy (f”)‘ well 
known in the scalar-valued Markov decision process. 
4. Example 
We shall give a numerical example illustrating Theorem 3.2 which presents a sufficient 
condition for a stationary policy to be optimal. 
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Consider the following deterministic VMDP: 
K =lR:, s = {1,2,31, A={l,2,3), 
F(l)=F(2)={1,2}, F(3)=(1), 
s(~l>ll,l)=s(~l>ll,2)=l, q({2}12,1)=q({3}12,2)=1, 
q(13113,l) = 1, 
r(1,1)=(2,2), r(l,2)=(1,4), r(2,1)=(2,2), 
r(2,2) = (3, l), r(3, 1) = (3, 1). 
Define a stationary policy yW as y(l) = Y(2) = Y(3) = 1. Then, we have 
[(Y”)(l) = I(Y”)(2) = (2/(1 -P), 2/(1 -P)), 
and 
Z(Y”‘)(3) = (3/(1 -P), 1/(1-P)). 
Now, we have 
r(l, l)+Pf(Y”)(l)- I(Y”)(l) = (O,O), 
r(l, 2)+pI(r”)(l) - I(7)(1) = (-1,2), 
r(2,l) +Pz(~“)(2) - I(7)(2) = (0, O), 
r(2,2)+PI(~“)(2)- [(y”)(2) = (1, -l), 
r(3,l) +PI(Y”)(~) - I = (0,O). 
Let D,={(O,O),(-1,2)}, Q={(O,O),(l, -l)}, and &={(O,O)}, where D,,= 
{&(S”, a,)-Ry(Sn)IP71(SI){Sn}>0, a, E F(s,,), w in}. Then, for each s, E S, there 
exists a vector c(s,) E (int I&!:) such that D,, = &,,, . Hence, from Theorem 3.2, ym 
is optimal among all policies. 
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